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Wake	up	at	40	

and	feel	tired

"	There	are	reason

behind	your

tiredness	if	you	are

in	the	decades	of

40,	50	and	60	a	few

factors	depending

much	from	hormones

changing	and

lifestyle.	"

You	are	about	forty	and	every	morning	you	struggle	to

get	out	of	bed	and	only	feel	fully	awake	after	your	first

hit	of	tea/caffeine	and	the	weather	does	not	help.	

There	are	definitely	some	big	contenders	for	the

fatigue	inducers!	whether	you	work	full-time	or	have	a

herd	of	children,	life	can	be	exhausting.	

There	are	a	few	reasons	for	this	in	man	and	woman

those	factors	depending	much	from	hormones

changing	and	lifestyle.

Whether	it	is	the	never	ending	emails,	work	deadlines,

high	pressure	demands	or	simply	approaching	the	end

of	the	year,	when	things	get	even	busier	and	we	are

always	on	the	go	we	can	exhaust	our	cortisol	stores.

Cortisol	has	many	responsibilities	in	the	body;	it	is

responsible	for	our	natural	stress	response,	linked	to

inflammation,	blood	pressure,	blood	sugar
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(carbohydrate)	metabolism,	protein

metabolism	and	a	healthy	immune

response.	When	we	are	running

on	cortisol,	our	stores	deplete.

This	depletion	can	throw	off	the

delicate	balance	within	our	body

and	contribute	to	feeling	fatigued.

In	the	women	the	hormones

naturally	fluctuate,	and	sometimes

that	can	take	a	lot	of	energy.	For

females,	not	only	do	our	hormones

fluctuate	day	to	day	throughout	a

normal	menstruation	cycle,	they

also	alter	over	our	lifetime	–

menarche,	menstruation,

perimenopause,	menopause	and

post-menopause.	Peri-menopause

can	start	around	the	age	of	35,

with	women	experiencing	a	decline

in	progesterone	and	estrogen.	It	is

this	decline	that	can	induce

fatigue.	Progesterone	is	famous

for	helping	to	calm	and	elevate

moods,	and	estrogen	helps	to

uplift	moods	amongst	many	other

things.	When	both	hormones

naturally	decline	during

perimenopause,	women	can	feel	a

little	flat,	lost	and	unsettled.

Everybody	is	unique,	and	for	that

simple	reason	no	one	diet	or

lifestyle	suits	everyone.	However,

there	are	some	reoccurring	foods

that	may	be	pulling	down	your

energy.	The	main	contenders	are

wheat,	dairy	and	refined	sugars.

As	we	are	busier	than	ever,	we

tend	to	pick	the	fast	food	options

and	while	this	can	be	convenient	it

often	is	not	the	most	nutrient

dense	choice.

Consuming	higher	levels	of

fructose	and	refined	sugar	can	be

a	vicious	cycle	–	tired	and	looking

for	a	quick	pick	me	up,	we	reach

for	sugar.	The	sugar	causes	a

quick	rise	and	drop	of	blood

glucose	levels	which	result	in	us

being	tired.	Some	of	the	signs	of

sugar	dependence	can	be	craving

sugary	foods	when	not	hungry,

looking	for	a	sweet	after	each	meal

and	interestingly	even	being

terrified	at	the	thought	of	quitting

sugar	can	be	a	sign	of	needing	to

reduce	sugar	intake.

Few	research	has	demonstrated	an

increasing	trend	in	alcohol

consumption	over	40;	this	was

particularly	evident	in	women.	The

health	consequences	of	alcohol

consumption	are	well	documented.

In	regards	to	nutrition,	we	know

that	alcohol	increases	nutrient	loss

(often	through	urination),	in

particular	water	soluble	B	vitamins.

B	Vitamins	have	a	strong	affinity

with	cellular	energy	production.

Our	BMI	and	waist	circumference

can	be	an	indicator	of	our	total

health	even	if	is	not	a	perfect	index,

is	an	indicator	of	increased	risk	of

type	2	diabetes,	cardiovascular

conditions	and	other	health

concerns.	Insulin	can	play	a	role	in

our	energy	levels	and	general

health	and	wellbeing.	The

additional	abdominal	fat	can	also

slow	us	down	and	reduce	our

energy	levels.

A	healthy	sleep	routine	is	right	up

there	with	a	wonderful	whole	food

diet,	balanced	lifestyle	and	good

exercise	regime.	Few	studies	found

a	direct	correlation	that	sleep

deprivation	acutely	reduces	energy

levels.	Women	suffer	almost	twice

as	much	from	the	negative	effects

of	reduced	sleep,	such	as	daytime

sleepiness,	poor	memory	and

concentration.	Medical	advice	for	a

good	rest	is	an	average	for	adult

requires	between	7-9	hours’	sleep

daily.	Sleep	doesn’t	only	support

energy	levels,	it	is	also	the	time	that

our	body	repairs	itself,	produces

hormones	and	clears	toxins.

In	conclusion	we	were	not	built	to

be	sedentary	nor	to	follow	addictive,

punishing	exercise	regimes	either.

We	are	not	designed	to	exist	on	just

a	few	hours	sleep	a	night,	live

indoors	with	very	little	exposure	to

sun	and	nature,	eat	bizarre

combinations	of	processed	foods.	

Nor	were	our	brains	wired	to	handle

profound	amounts	of	mental	and

emotional	stress.	I	believe	so	many

of	us	are	exhausted	because	our

modern	lifestyle	has	removed	us

from	nature	and	we	have	become

divorced	from	its	natural	rhythms

and	cycles.	

As	humans,	we	are	physically

designed	to	eat	natural	and

seasonal	food	and	exercise	in

spurts,	with	time	to	rest	and	recover.

We	thrive	with	fresh	air,	sun	and

water.	

We	are	built	to	sleep	when	the	sun

goes	down	and	wake	when	it	rises,

but	very	few	of	us	are	living	this

way.	Instead,	we	are	living	at	a	pace

and	rhythm	that	are	completely

foreign	to	our	genes	and	biology.	

You	aspect	now	from	us	an	answer

to	all	your	problems	and	what	to	do.

Well,	what	to	do	is	an	easy	recipe:

no	stress,	more	physical	movement,

eat	healthy	and	with	controlled

calories	with	a	limited	intake	of

alcoholic	drinks	and	to	conclude	the

recipe	plenty	of	time	for	your	rest

and	sleep.	Unfortunately	it	is	not

possible	most	of	the	time	to	avoid

the	events	of	the	life	so	what	we

can	try	to	live	our	life	with	good

sense,	enjoyable	time	and

philosophy.
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In	the	UK,

investors	will

be	waiting	for

greater

clarity	about

the	outcome	of

Brexit

negotiations

and	the	risks

of	upheaval

which	will

arise	in

leaving	the

EU.	

In	good	wealth	with

Bitcoin:	A	way	to	try

to	invest	in	the

Brexit	era

..................................................................................................................................................................................................

In	the	UK,	investors	will	be	waiting	for	greater	clarity	about	the

outcome	of	Brexit	negotiations	and	the	risks	of	upheaval	which	will

arise	in	leaving	the	EU.	Short-term,	the	UK	economy	has	performed

not	very	well.	The	World	Bank	and	others	have	recently	forecast	a

slowing	of	growth	in	the	current	year	and	beyond	while	the	current

account	deficit	remains	daunting.	In	these	condition,	our	orienting	is

likely	to	remain	protective,	with	an	intensity	on	returns	uncorrelated	to

the	overall	performance	of	equity	markets.	To	increase	our	exposure

to	situations	which	should	benefit	from	an	environment	of	higher

inflation,	for	example	by	being	short	of	Government	Bonds	after	a	long

period	of	declining	inflation	and	low	interest	rates.

In	the	event	of	no	deal	in	March	2019	in	theory,	it	would	be	pushed	in

two	opposite	directions:

1.	Increase	interest	rates	in	order	to	defend	the	currency	and

avoid	a	spike	in	inflation;	

2.	Loose	monetary	policy	and	inject	fresh	stimulus	into	the

economy.

What	will	happen	when	the	UK	actually	leaves	the	EU?	Well,	we

expect	that	a	similar	trend	will	occur.	People	are	likely	to	pump	their

GBP	into	Bitcoin	in	order	to	protect	it	against	a	GBP	crash	that	could

very	well	be	caused	by	EU	withdrawal.	In	this	instance	we	will	see	the

value	of	Bitcoin	drive	upwards.	Investing	in	bitcoin	may	seem	scary,

but	know	that	it	takes	time	and	effort	to	understand	how	Bitcoin	works.

There	is	huge	potential	to	make	money	on	trading	in	Bitcoin,	but	it

takes	a	level	of	expertise	and	knowledge	about	the	market	in	the

same	way	that	trading	on	any	other	financial	market	does.	In	addition,

the	cryptocurrency	market	is	extremely	volatile	and	therefore	may	not

suit	everybody’s	tastes	and	risk	appetite.	The	first	issue	with	trading	is
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that	almost	all	of	the	trading

exchanges	operate	through

Bitcoin	or	Ethereum,	meaning	that

if	you	wish	to	trade	in

cryptocurrency	and	don’t	own	any,

you	will	probably	need	to	own

some	(with	some	exceptions).

Websites	such	as	Coinbase

(www.coinbase.com)	or	CEX

(www.cex.io)	both	allow	users	to

purchase	cryptocurrency	by	credit

or	debit	card,	or	alternatively	to

purchase	via	a	bank	transfer.

Once	purchased,	you	can	then

transfer	your	Bitcoin	to	whichever

exchange	you	wish	to	operate	on.	

Early	adherents	to	the	Bitcoin

industry	have	made	significant

fees	through	mining	Bitcoin.

Mining	Bitcoin	is	the	process	by

which	new	coins	are	created.

Mining	is	carried	out	using	certain

computer	programmes	and

utilises	the	processing	power	of

the	miner’s	computer.	At	its

inception,	Bitcoin	mining	was

relatively	simple	and	the	earliest

miners	were	able	to	mine

thousands	and	thousands	of

Bitcoin	with	limited	expenditure.

However,	at	the	same	time,	the

value	of	Bitcoin	was	nowhere

near	where	it	was	today	and

therefore	any	large	profits	being

made	from	mining	didn’t	really

begin	to	happen	until	a	number	of

years	after	when	the	value	of

Bitcoin	began	to	rise.	Nowadays,

Bitcoin	mining	is	much	harder.

Each	Bitcoin	that	is	mined

requires	more	processing	power

and	therefore	mining	Bitcoin	now

involves	significant	processing

power	and	can	no	longer	be	done

without	specialized	equipment.

People	are	already	moving	or

have	moved	to	Bitcoin	as	the

Brexit	chaos	keeps	on	getting

bigger	and	messier.	However,	with

an	ever-expanding	market	the

demand	for	Bitcoin	expertise	and

Bitcoin	related	products	means

that	there	has	never	been	a	better

time	to	get	involved	in	Bitcoin.

No-Deal	Brexit	is	only	going	to

boost	Bitcoin	adoption	as

businesses	and	money	get

affected.	Furthermore,	a	rise	in

the	cost	of	credit	card	payments,

processing	of	payments	and	red

tape	can	be	eliminated	through

Bitcoin	and	other

cryptocurrencies.	So,	it’s	maybe

the	time	for	the	Bitcoin	to	rise	up

to	the	power!

"	Is	the

cryptocurrency

the	new	way	for

the	official

finance?	"
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Microdermabrasion	

"	Is	it	the

best

exfoliating

treatments

for	your

Skin?	"	

We	always	hear	people	say,

there	is	one	treatment	in	the

medical	aesthetic	clinic	and	that

is	microdermabrasion.	It	takes

about	15	to	45	minutes	in	total,	it

is	relaxing	and	it	leaves	you	with

smooth	glowing	skin.	We	are

talking	about	the	type	of	face	you

only	see	a	week	after	a	facial

treatment	or	when	you	get	back

from	a	truly	hypnotic	holiday.	

Microdermabrasion	is	a	machine

that	is	used	to	exfoliate	the	skin,

to	explained	what	this	machine

really	does:	You	gently	remove	all

the	dead	cells	on	the	top	of	the

epidermis,	which	is	called	the

stratum	corneum,	after	removing

those	cells	all	at	once,	it

stimulates	the	cells	beneath	it	to

all	renew	at	the	same	time.	There

are	no	chemicals	involved,	it	is	a

mechanical	treatment.

To	help	you	decide	if	whether

microdermabrasion	is	a	suitable

treatment	for	your	skin,	you	need

to	know	about	it:

How	your	skin	will	look	after

treatment

The	skin	will	look	smoother,	more

even	and	will	be	more	of	a	glow

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

Microderm-

abrasion

before	and

after

treatment
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or	a	brightness	to	the	skin.	All

those	dead	cells	on	the	top	can

make	your	skin	appear	a	bit	dull

or	grey.	After	the

microdermabrasion,	you	will	have

an	even	skin	tone	without	those

dead	greyish	cells	on	top.

Microdermabrasion	vs.	peels

Microdermabrasion	is	the	best,

because	there	are	no	chemicals

and	there	is	no	damage	to	the

epidermis.	The	chemical	peels,

that	remain	a	good	option,

generally	are	made	with	salicylic

acid	based.	Those	are	great	if	you

are	very	acne	prone	or	have

active	acne	because	it	calms	it

down.	The	peels	dry	out	the	skin,

when	you	do	microdermabrasion,

you	are	not	drying	out	the	skin	or

putting	a	chemical	on	their	skin

that	may	sting,

microdermabrasion	is	very

relaxing	and	some	people	may

even	fall	asleep!	

Who	can	get	this	treatment

Microdermabrasion	is	really	for

everyone	other	than	those	who

have	chronic	acne.	Any	skin	tone,

any	ethnic	group,	men	and

women,	it	is	really	great	in	that

way.	It	is	not	invasive	and	it	is

safe.	You	can	even	do	it	during

the	pregnancy,	as	there	are	no

chemicals	involved	whatsoever.

You	cannot	do	it	if	you	have	a

spray	tan,	even	other	procedures

you	cannot	do	them	when	you	are

wearing	a	tan	and	this	is	not	one

of	them.

Why	acne-prone	people	should

avoid	it

If	you	have	active	acne	a

microdermabrasion	can	stimulate

it	and	make	it	a	bit	worse.	There

are	some	doctors	who	absolutely

disagree	with	this	and	do

microdermabrasion	on	purpose	on

their	acne	patients.	The	are	few

cases	of	patients	afterwards	with

evident	deterioration	of	the	facial

acne	after	this	treatment.

When	should	you	avoid	them

Before	the	treatment	the	skin

should	be	untouched	by	other

procedures	for	at	least	a	week	or

two.

What	to	know	about	your	skin

after	microdermabrasion

Take	care	of	your	skin	post-

treatment	by	moisturising	and

wearing	sunscreen.	After

microdermabrasion	the	skin

absorbs	and	accepts	moisturiser

or	serum	much	better	than	before

removing	the	death	cells.	So	your

skin	can	get	extra	moisturised	and

it	lasts	for	a	couple	weeks.	Since

your	face	accepts	moisture	so

well,	it	will	feel	smoother.	

How	often	you	should	get	this

treatment

If	you	can	do	it	once	a	month,	that

is	the	best.	More	frequently	than

once	a	month	does	not	give	any

more	benefit.	Many	people	do	not

have	the	luxury	of	even	going

once	a	month.

Where	to	get	them

People	should	do	it	in	a	doctor's

clinic,	then	you	know	the

instruments	are	sterile.	If	you	are

doing	it	elsewhere	and	they	are

using	wands,	it	does	not	make	the

instruments	sterile	and	not	all	the

instruments	they	use	are	not

purposed	to	be	sterilized.

Why	it	is	more	than	just	a	facial

treatment

Getting	microdermabrasion	feels

good	and	relaxing.	It	does	not	hurt

and	it	does	not	sting.	Your	eyes

are	closed	and	you	are	not	on

your	phone.	Someone	is	taking

care	of	you	and	that	is	a	good	way

to	de-stress.	It	is	15-45	minutes

once	in	awhile,	but	it	is	so	good

for	your	brain	and	your	cortisol

levels	to	just	take	a	little	break.

Whereas	there	are	some

procedures	that,	because	they

hurt,	do	not	give	you	that	same

relaxing	and	stress	relieving

feeling.

"During	the	process

of	involving	your

mind	in	other	more

relaxing	activity

will	allow	you	to

also	recharge	your

own	mind	as	well	as

relieve	any	stress

that	has	build

during	the	day."	by

Byron	Pulsifer
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A	recognized	forerunner	of	Expressionism,

Norwegian	painter	and	printmaker	Edvard

Munch	is	renowned	for	his	representations	of

emotion.	Associated	with	the	international

development	of	Symbolism,	Munch

experimented	with	many	different	themes,

palettes,	and	styles	of	drawing.	Though

stylistically	influenced	by	Paul	Gauguin	and	the

Nabis,	Munch’s	subjects	are	drawn	from	his

Scandinavian	roots	and	his	own	tortured	psyche.

Born	in	1863,	Munch	was	raised	in	Christiania,

Norway’s	capital	city,	later	renamed	Kristiania

and	then	Oslo.	After	a	rather	bleak	childhood,

which	saw	him	witness	the	deaths	of	both	his

mother	and	sister	by	tuberculosis,	Munch	spent

his	twenties	mixing	with	a	bohemian	circle	of

writers	and	artists,	sporadically	taking	off	to	Paris

and	Berlin	in	pursuit	of	creative	enlightenment.

However,	a	nervous	breakdown	in	1908	saw	him

return	to	Norway,	by	which	point	he	had	come	to

be	seen	as	an	important	figure	in	the	art	world.

Munch’s	paintings	are	the	stuff	of	nightmares;

gaunt	and	ghoulish	faces	glare	at	you	from	all

sections	of	the	canvas,	expressions	are

obscured	and	exaggerated	as	they	melt	into	the

scenery,	from	which	they	seem	almost

inseparable.	There	is	nothing	to	split	subject	and

object.	The	surroundings	in	which	Munch’s

figures	find	themselves	interminably	trapped

become	merely	an	extension	of	their	mood	and,

by	association,	the	artist’s	own	emotional	state.

Munch’s	paintings	serve	to	signify	himself.

His	most	famous	painting,	The	Scream	(1893),

illustrates	a	tormented	cry	translated	into	waves

of	color	that	resonate	across	the	landscape.

Though	based	on	Munch’s	own	experience,	The

Scream	has	become	an	instantly	recognizable

symbol	of	anxiety	and	alienation.	Often

reworking	his	paintings	into	etchings	and

lithographs,	Munch	was	also	one	of	the	major

...................................................................................................................................................................................................

Edvard	Munch

and	The	Scream

Edvard	Munch

The	Scream,	1893

Tempera	and	pastels	on	cardboard

35	4/5	×	28	9/10	in;	91	×	73.5	cm

"	I	do	not	believe

in	the	art	which	is

not	the	compulsive

result	of	man's	urge

to	open	his	heart.	"

https://www.artsy.net/artwork/edvard-munch-the-scream
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graphic	artists	of	the	20th	century	he	took	an

experimental	approach	to	printmaking	and

contributed	to	the	revival	of	the	woodcut.

Edvard	Munch	created	four	versions	in	paint	and

pastels.	The	National	Gallery	in	Oslo,	Norway,

holds	one	of	two	painted	versions.	The	Munch

Museum	holds	the	other	painted	version	and	also

a	pastel	version	from	1893.	These	three	versions

have	seldom	travelled,	though	the	1893	pastel

was	exhibited	at	the	Van	Gogh	Museum	in

Amsterdam	in	2015.	The	second	pastel	version

from	1895	was	sold	for	$119,922,600	at

Sotheby's	Impressionist	and	Modern	Art	auction

on	2	May	2012	to	financier	Leon	Black,	the	fourth

highest	nominal	price	paid	for	a	painting	at

auction	and	was	displayed	in	the	Museum	of

Modern	Art	in	New	York	from	October	2012	to

April	2013.

In	1895	Munch	created	a	lithograph	stone	from

which	several	prints	produced	by	Munch	survive.

Only	approximately	four	dozen	prints	were	made

before	the	original	stone	was	resurfaced	by	the

printer	in	Munch's	absence.

Both	painted	versions	have	been	the	targets	of

high-profile	art	thefts.	During	the	1994	Olympics

the	version	in	the	National	Gallery	was	stolen	and

recovered	several	months	later.	In	2004	gunmen

took	both	The	Scream	and	Madonna	from	the

Munch	Museum;	both	were	recovered	two	years

later.

Other	Works	by

Edvard	Munch

The	Seine	at	Saint-Cloud.	1890.	46	cm	×	38	cm

(18	in	×	15	in).	Munch	Museum,	Oslo

Portrait	of

Edvard

Munch

(1863-1944)

c.	1889.

National

Library	of

Norway

Galloping	Horse.	1910–12.	148	cm	×	120	cm

(581⁄4	in	×	471⁄4	in).	Munch	Museum,	Oslo
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Less	than	£30.000

homes	built	from	six

hours	to	2	weeks,

incredible	to	be	true.

With	all	the	new

technology	and	modern

design	the	exterior	at

least	can	usually	be

installed	on-site	within

three	or	four	days.

Modular	buildings	and

modular	homes	are

prefabricated	buildings

or	houses	that	consist	of

repeated	sections	called

modules.	"Modular"	is	a

construction	method	that

involves	constructing

sections	away	from	the

building	site,	then

delivering	them	to	the

"	Modular	homes

are	becoming

increasingly

common	in	the

English	and

Japanese	urban

areas.	"

Buy	your	house	with

grand	design	at	a

very	reasonable	price

intended	site.

Installation	of	the

prefabricated	sections	is

completed	on	site.

Prefabricated	sections

are	sometimes	placed

using	a	crane.	The

modules	can	be	placed

side-by-side,	end-to-

end,	or	stacked,

allowing	a	variety	of

configurations	and

styles.	

Modular	buildings,	also

called	prefabricated

homes	or	precision	built

homes,	are	built	to	equal

or	higher	standards	as

on-site	stick-built

homes.	The	building

method	is	referred	to	as

permanent	modular

construction.	

Material	for	stick	built

and	modular	homes	are

the	same.	Modular

homes	are	not

doublewides	or	mobile

homes.	First,	modular

homes	do	not	have

axles	or	a	metal	frame,

meaning	that	they	are

typically	transported	on

flat-bed	trucks.	Modular

buildings	must	conform

to	all	relevant	local

building	codes,	while

doublewides	and	mobile

homes	have	metal

under	framing.

The	materials	used	in

modular	homes	are

typically	the	same	as

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

site	constructed	homes.

Wood-frame	floors,

walls	and	roof	are	often

utilized.	Some	modular

homes	include	brick	or

stone	exteriors,	granite

counters	and	steeply

pitched	roofs.	Modulars

can	be	designed	to	sit

on	a	perimeter

foundation	or	basement.

In	contrast,	mobile

homes	are	constructed

with	a	steel	chassis	that

is	integral	to	the	integrity

of	the	floor	system.

Modular	buildings	can

be	custom	built	to	a

client's	specifications.

Current	designs	include

multi-story	units,	multi-

family	units	and	entire

apartment	complexes.

The	negative	stereotype

commonly	associated

with	mobile	homes	has

prompted	some

manufacturers	to	start
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using	the	term	"off-site

construction."	

One	of	the	big

advantages	of	prefabs

is	that	they	offer	huge

flexibility	with	the

properties	being	built	off

site	and	then	installed

within	a	matter	of	days

on-site,	often	to	the

requirements	of	the

owner	(for	example,

buyers	may	decide	to

divide	the	space	into

three	smaller	bedrooms

instead	of	two	larger

ones).

The	chief	problem,	as

with	any	self-build

project,	is	finding	the

land	to	put	one	on.

Clear	building	plots	are

almost	impossible	to

come	by	in	popular

areas	of	the	south	of

England	and	even	in

less	in-demand

locations	they	can	be

tough	to	find.

That	means	that	many

self-builders	opt	to	buy

an	existing	house	and

knock	it	down	to	make

way	for	their	project.	The

downside	to	this	is	that	it

is	expensive,	however,

the	potential	cost	and

time	savings	of	a	prefab

will	help	keep	those	bills

down	slightly.

Once	you've	got	your

plot,	you	need	planning

permission.	A	striking

modern	prefab	is	likely

to	stand	out	from

neighbouring	homes,

however,	planners	may

look	favourably	on	its

design	status.	It	would

be	wise	to	find	a	local

planner	to	speak	to	and

get	a	steer	on	your

council's	thoughts.

Some	home	buyers	and

some	lending	institutions

resist	consideration	of

modular	homes	as

equivalent	in	value	to

site-built	homes.	While

the	homes	themselves

may	be	of	equivalent

quality,	entrenched

zoning	regulations	and

psychological

marketplace	factors	may

create	hurdles	for	buyers

or	builders	of	modular

homes	and	should	be

considered	as	part	of	the

decision-making	process

when	exploring	this	type

of	home	as	a	living	and/

or	investment	option.	In

the	UK	and	Australia,

modular	homes	have

become	accepted	in

some	regional	areas;

however,	they	are	not

commonly	built	in	major

cities.	Modular	homes

are	becoming

increasingly	common	in

the	English	and

Japanese	urban	areas,

due	to	improvements	in

design	and	quality,

speed	and	compactness

of	on	site	assembly,	as

well	as	due	to	lowering

costs	and	ease	of	repair

after	earthquakes.

Recent	innovations	allow

modular	buildings	to	be

indistinguishable	from

site-built	structures.

Surveys	have	shown	that

individuals	can	rarely	tell

the	difference	between	a

modular	home	and	a

site-built	home.	

The	initial	expense	of

this	would	hopefully	be

offset	by	the	quick	build

times	and	the	ongoing

energy	savings	from

living	in	a	highly-efficient

home.
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We	 just	 finishing	 the	 Summer

holidays	 but	 we	 are	 already

starting	 to	 buy	 the	 presents	 for

Christmas	 and	 in	 anticipation	 of

the	 feasting	 you	 will	 be	 doing

over	 the	 next	 holidays,	 you	 may

wonder	 if	 going	 on	 an	 extreme

diet	 is	 necessary.	 The	 truth	 is	 it

may	actually	do	more	harm	 than

good	in	the	long	run.

We	 use	 to	 think	 that	 if	 we	 lost

more	 weight	 before	 Christmas,

then	the	weight	we	would	gain	on

Christmas	 Eve	 and	 Christmas

Day	 during	 the	 feasting	 would

mean	 no	 weight	 gain	 overall,

because	 it	 would	 have	 balanced

out.	 We	 have	 to	 be	 realistic	 and

that	 is	 wrong	 and	 that

consistently	 eating	 healthily	 is

better	 than	any	crash	diet.	While

you	 should	 always	 consult	 with

your	 doctor	 no	 matter	 what	 you

choose	 to	 do,	 here	 are	 the

practical	 reasons	 to	 avoid	 an

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAA

extreme	or	 strict	 diet	 and	 to	 stick

to	your	usual	healthy	eating	habits

this	holiday	season.

Think	 about	 how	 you	 feel	 when

you	 are	 on	 an	 extreme	 diet:

hungry,	 a	 tad	 grouchy	 and

constantly	 thinking	 about	 what

you	can	and	cannot	eat.	You	can

be	 left	 feeling	 deprived.	You	 may

not	look	forward	to	any	meals	and

you	 may	 even	 feel	 a	 bit	 down,

especially	 if	 you	 do	 not	 see	 any

results.	Now	think	about	how	you

feel	 around	 Christmastime,	 when

you	 are	 supposed	 to	 be	 in	 high

spirits,	 Christmas	 shopping	 and

decking	 the	 halls.	 If	 the	 holiday

season	 tends	 to	 overwhelm	 you,

adding	an	extreme	Christmas	diet

of	 very	 little	 calories	 and	 little	 to

no	 carbohydrates	 will	 add	 to	 the

stress.	 Skip	 the	 strict	 rules	 and

stay	 consistent	 with	 your	 healthy

eating	habits	instead.

If	you	are	considering	going	on	a

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAA

Are	you	ready	for	the

pre-Christmas	diet?

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

"	Why	you

should	always

consult	with

your	doctor

before	starting

any	diet,	no

matter	which

method	you

would	follow	"
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opportunities	 to	 tone	 up	 and

extra	 endorphins	 a	 very	 good

thing.	 If	 you	 feel	 better	 eating

more	 protein	 and	 less	 complex

carbohydrates,	 then	 choose

meals	 with	 higher	 protein	 that

will	 still	 fill	 you	 up,	 like	 a	 grilled

chicken	 breast	 and	 salad,

instead	of	the	whole	wheat	pasta

with	extra	cheese.

You	know	the	feeling:	the	minute

you	 get	 off	 a	 horrible	 diet,	 you

cannot	 wait	 to	 eat	 everything

edible	 in	 sight.	 You	 hunger	 for

the	 foods	 you	 missed,	 and

mixing	 this	 hunger	 with

Christmas	 treats	 will	 most	 likely

lead	 you	 to	 overeat.	 Binging	 on

extra	sugar	is	not	only	unhealthy

for	 your	 body	 but	 will	 undo	 any

of	 the	 weight	 loss	 you	 might

have	 accomplished	 with	 your

strict	 diet	 to	 begin	 with	 and	 all

that	 pain	 would	 have	 been	 for

nothing.

Whatever	 you	 try	 doing,	 it	 is	 all

about	 balance,	 even	 during	 the

holiday	season!

diet	 with	 a	 high	 calorie	 limitation,

think	 again.	A	 prolonged	 extreme

diet	will	not	only	leave	you	feeling

hungry	 all	 the	 time,	 but	 your

metabolism	 will	 naturally	 slow

down	 to	 protect	 your	 body's

energy	sources	so	that	you	do	not

starve.	 We	 all	 know	 a	 fast

metabolism	 is	 key	 in	weight	 loss,

so	slowing	down	your	metabolism

will	 actually	 have	 the	 opposite

effect	 in	 the	 long	 run.	 When	 you

finally	 get	 off	 your	 crash	diet	 and

start	 eating	 normally	 again,	 your

metabolism	 will	 have	 to	 readjust

to	 start	 burning	 your	 food	 more

efficiently.

There	 are	 always	 other	 options

you	can	try	instead	of	the	extreme

diet.	 If	 you	 are	 in	 a	 rut	 on	 the

scale,	 try	 adding	 a	 few	 more

workouts	 to	your	week	 instead	of

feeling	miserable	on	a	diet	where

you	 are	 practically	 starving

yourself.	 The	 extra	 workouts

mean	 extra	 calories	 burnt,	 extra

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAA
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Crossfit!	

Discover	if	you	can	be	an	Avenger

It	is	the	new	trend,	the	Crossfit	is	fair	to	say	that	it	is

a	 revolutionary	 method	 to	 train.	 Crossfit	 is	 designed	 to

build	 strength	 and	 increase	 endurance	 and	 is	 set	 out	 in

achievable	 but	 challenging	 workouts	 for	 all	 participants.

As	many	people	look	for	new	and	improved	exercise	workouts,

Crossfit	 is	 one	 that	 reigns	 true	 to	 giving	 great	 results

for	all.	

The	 Crossfit	 was	 founded	 by	 Coach	 Greg

Glassman	 in	Santa	Cruz,	USA	 in	1995	and	 from

what	 started	 as	 a	 small	 business	 grew	 into	 a

method	that	was	then	trademarked	and	affiliated.

From	18	affiliated	gyms	in	2005,	it	has	now	grown

substantially	 over	 the	 years	 with	 over	 11,000

gyms	globally.	It	is	plain	to	see	by	these	numbers

how	 far	 Crossfit	 has	 come	 over	 the	 years	 and

how	popular	it	is	to	many	people.	

To	be	put	simply,	Crossfit	is	a	method.	To	train	in

the	 way	 of	 Crossfit	 is	 to	 not	 be	 training	 in	 the

same	as	the	conventional	3	sets	of	12	repetitions.

It	 is	 training	against	 the	clock	or	against	a	given

task,	which	would	be	a	combination	of	gym-based

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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THE	CAPTION	INTRODUCTION	should	give	the	reader	a

quick	description	of	the	photograph.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

exercise	 movements.	 The

movements	 range	 from	 the

simplest	 compound	 exercise	 like

the	 squat,	 to	 the	 most	 complex

power	 movements	 like	 the

snatch.	The	beauty	of	this	method

is	the	realm	of	the	unknown.

You	will	not	know	what	you	will	be

doing	until	you	get	 to	 the	 training

session.	 That	 is	 essentially	 what

is	 so	 exciting	 and	 challenging

about	 Crossfit.	 It	 is	 not	 about

lifting	 the	 heaviest	 weights	 nor

running	the	furthest	distances,	but

being	 able	 to	 lift	 or	 run	 half	 or

three	 quarters	 of	 the	 distance	 all

in	one	workout.

Each	session	contains:	

-	An	extended	warm	up

-	A	practice	round,	to	help

improve		skills	and	technique

-	The	main	WOD	(Workout	of

the	Day)

-	A	cool	down	and	stretch

Not	 specialising	 in	 anything	 will

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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build	 the	all	 round	athlete	who	 is

capable	 of	 doing	 anything	 the

workout	 throws	 at	 them.	 It	 is

about	 your	 ability	 to	 work	 at	 a

high	 intensity	 for	 a	 moderately

long	 period	 of	 time,	 which	 will

have	 great	 effects	 on	 sculpting

your	body	and/or	losing	weight.

The	 workout	 done	 in	 each

session	 is	 scalable	 which	 means

that	you	do	not	have	to	possess	a

baseline	 strength	 level	 to

participate	and	can	be	 tailored	 to

your	 strength	 levels.	 There	 is	 an

as-prescribed	 version	 of	 the

workout	 that	 has	 a	 weight	 that

would	 challenge	 the	 fittest	 and

strongest.	 Each	 workout	 has	 its

own	 name,	 with	 some	 named

after	girls.	

Because	 of	 the	 variety	 in	 the

WOD,	it	gives	people	a	chance	to

experience	 something	 new	 each

time	they	go	to	a	Crossfit	session.

The	variety	allows	 the	participant

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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to	 be	 challenged	 and	 excited

every	 time	 and	 not	 be	 bored

with	 the	 workout	 like	 other

types	of	programs	often	do.	

Crossfit	 has	 become	 a	 sport

that	 anyone	 can	 compete	 in,

anyone	 from	 anywhere	 in	 the

world.	 No	 doubt	 it	 will

continue	 to	 grow	 through	 the

years,	with	more	affiliates	and

athletes	competing	to	become

the	 fittest	 on	 earth.	 It	 is	 a

great	 workout	 for	 those

wanting	 a	 challenge	 and

something	 they	 will	 not	 get

bored	with	straight	away.	The

variety	 offered	 is	 sure	 to

please	 many	 participants	 and

is	 likely	 to	 only	 continue	 to

grow	into	the	future.
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If	you	had	hit	the	beach

and	frolicked	the	waves

last	summer,	that

glowing	tan	and	beach-

tussled	hair	may	not	be

the	only	thing	you	are

coming	home	with.	That

sea	salt	may	have	left

your	skin	dry,	cracked,

and	flaky.

Now	you	are	expose	to

autumn	changing

humidity	and	the	cold

coming	winter	and	all

your	body	is	becoming

meteoropathic.

Your	skin	is	the	largest

organ	in	the	body	and

the	first	line	of	defense

against	harmful

microbes,	pollution	and

UV	rays.

In	scientific	terms,	your

skin	is	technically	"dry"

when	its	moisture	level

is	less	than	10%.	That's

when	you're	most	likely

to	smother	yourself	in

body	lotion.

But	how	do

moisturizers	work

their	skin-smoothing

magic	in	the	first

place?	

Cracked,	flaky,	and	dry

skin	which	tends	to

occur	when	humidity

drops	in	the	chilly

months	goes	by	a

mouthful	of	a	scientific

name:	transepidermal

water	loss,	or	TEWL.

At	its	simplest,	TEWL	is

a	measure	of	how	much

water	seeps	from	the

inside	of	the	body

through	the	different

layers	of	the	skin	and

out	into	the	atmosphere.

Especially	dry,	irritated,

What	you	should	know	to	understand	wich

you	need.

What	you	should	know	to	understand	which

you	need.

Difference	between

the	three	types	of

skin	moisturizers

Difference	between

the	three	types	of

skin	moisturizers

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

or	inflamed	skin	is	also

called	xerosis,	which	is

usually	a	minor	and

temporary	problem	that

can	be	solved	with	good

moisturizing	lotions.

There	are	three	different

layers	of	the	skin:	the

outer	layer	(epidermis),

middle	layer	(dermis),

and	lower	layer

(hypodermis	or	fatty

layer).

Moisture	is	delivered	to

the	skin	via	blood

vessels,	but	they	only

supply	moisture	to	the

middle	layer	of	the	skin

the	dermis.	From	there,

water	travels	upward

and	outward	through	the

epidermis	before

evaporating	into	the

atmosphere.

This	evaporation	causes

skin	to	crack	and	flake.

This	process	happens

constantly,	but	skin	is

not	always	dry.	That's

because	the	dryer	the

air	the	more	moisture	it

will	pull	from	your	skin.

Moisturizers	work	in	one

of	two	main	ways:	they

either	trap	moisture	in

your	skin	to	keep	it	from

escaping	or	they	restore

moisture	in	the	outer

layer	of	skin	that's

already	been	lost.

With	the	glut	of	lotions

and	creams	on	the

market,	it	can	be	easy	to

get	lost	in	the	sea	of

brand-named	jellies.	At

the	most	basic	level,

however,	there	are	three

types	of	moisturizers.

Each	works	slightly

differently,	but	most
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products	combine	all

three.

Occlusives

These	are	called	the

"old	school"	or	"first

generation"	moisturizers

think	petroleum	jelly	or

its	brand	name,

Vaseline.	This	class	of

waxes,	oils,	and

silicones	work	in	a	very

simple	way:	They	create

a	barrier	over	the	skin,

trapping	water	in	the

skin's	layers	and

stopping	evaporation.

The	molecules	in	these

moisturizers	contain

long	chains	of	carbon

atoms	that	repel	water.

While	occlusives	are

super	effective	at

minimizing	dryness	they

cut	TEWL	by	a

whopping	98%	they	can

be	sticky,	messy,	and

not	very	cosmetically

appealing.

Emollients

This	class	of	moisturizer,

which	exists	in	the	form

of	creams,	ointments,

lotions,	and	gels,	are

generally	preferred	over

occlusives	because	they

feel	less	sticky.	Whereas

occlusives	coat	the	skin,

emollients	penetrate	it,

making	the	skin	feel	soft

and	flexible.

Emollient	products	are

made	with	a	variety	of

chemicals,	but	their

basic	building	blocks	are

the	same	as	occlusives

long	chains	of	carbon

atoms	that	repel	water.

Emollients	work	a	little

differently	than

occlusives,	though.

Think	of	the	outer	layer

of	skin	as	a	brick	and

mortar	structure:	the

dead	skin	cells	are	the

bricks	and	surrounding

matrix	of	fats	and

proteins	are	the	mortar.

Special	proteins	link	the

dead	cells	together,

forming	a	barrier

between	the	inside	of

the	body	and	the

bacteria	and	chemicals

outside.

When	the	air	gets	dry,	it

dries	out	this	matrix,	and

the	links	between	the

proteins	and	skin	cells

fall	apart	and	fracture.

Emollients	are	like

cement	in	those	gaps,

restoring	moisture	and

keeping	skin	smooth.

Humectants

Humectants	work	by

attracting	moisture	to

the	skin	and	keeping	it

there.	This	is	basically

the	opposite	of

occlusives	and

emollients,	which	is

hydro-repellent	.

Humectants	penetrate

the	outer	layer	of	the

skin,	attract	water	to	it,

and	lock	that	moisture

in.

This	happens	because

humectants	have

hydroxyl	groups	in	their

chemical	structure	(an

oxygen	and	a	hydrogen

atom),	which	is

hydrophilic.	Humectants

also	prompt	the

production	of	ceramides,

our	body's	natural	waxy

molecules	that	play	a

major	role	in	the

structure	of	the	skin.

But	beware,	in	dry

conditions,	humectants

can	draw	moisture	from

the	younger,	moist	cells

in	the	lower	layers	of	the

skin	instead	of	pulling

moisture	from	the	air.

Over	time,	this	could

eventually	lead	to	even

dryer	skin.	Minimize	this

by	pairing	a	humectant

with	an	occlusive,	which

seals	in	the	moisture.
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Book	Shelf

"Once	upon	a	time,	if	an	official	stole	money,	there

wasn't	much	he	could	do	with	it.	He	could	buy	himself

a	new	car	or	build	himself	a	nice	house	or	give	it	to	his

friends	and	family,	but	that	was	about	it.	If	he	kept

stealing,	the	money	would	just	pile	up	in	his	house

until	he	had	no	rooms	left	to	put	it	in,	or	it	was	eaten

by	mice.	

And	then	some	bankers	in	London	had	a	bright	idea."

Join	the	investigative	journalist	Oliver	Bullough	on	a

journey	into	Moneyland	-	the	secret	country	of	the

lawless,	stateless	superrich.

Learn	how	the	institutions	of	Europe	and	the	United

States	have	become	money-laundering	operations,

undermining	the	foundations	of	Western	stability.

Discover	the	true	cost	of	being	open	for	business	no

matter	how	corrupt	and	dangerous	the	customer.	Meet

the	kleptocrats.	Meet	their	awful	children	and	find	out

how	heroic	activists	around	the	world	are	fighting

back.

This	is	the	story	of	wealth	and	power	in	the	21st

century.	It	isn't	too	late	to	change	it.

If	you	want	to	know	why	international	crooks	and	their

eminently	respectable	financial	advisors	walk	tall	and

only	the	little	people	pay	taxes,	this	is	the	ideal	book

for	you.	Every	politician	and	moneyman	on	the	planet

should	read	it,	but	they	won't	because	it's	actually

about	them.	(John	le	Carré,	author	of	A	Legacy	of

Spies)

Corruption	undermines	democracy,	weakens

institutions	and	erodes	trust,	it	destroys	lives	and

impoverishes	millions.	Moneyland	starts	from	that

truth	and	tells	London's	part	of	that	story.	Bullough's

book	is	an	important	challenge	to	our	government,

banks,	law	firms	and	professional	services	companies

for	their	role	in	tolerating	and	sometimes	facilitating	a

system	that	robs	the	poorest	and	today	even

threatens	our	own	country's	security.	This	important

book	shows	clearly	that	foreign	policy	isn't	about

foreigners,	it's	about	us.	(Tom	Tugendhat,	Chair	of	the

Foreign	Affairs	Select	Committee)

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

There	are	few	people	who	know	the	world	of	illicit

finance	and	money	laundering	like	Oliver	Bullough.

He	takes	us	on	a	journey	through	the	maze	of

complicity	and	criminality	that	will	upend	all	your

confidence	in	the	institutions	that	should	be	protecting

us.	(Bill	Browder,	author	of	Red	Notice:	How	I	became

Putin's	No.	1	Enemy)

This	is	meticulously	researched	and	engagingly	told,

and	reveals	the	horror	and	scale	of	dirty	money

flowing	around	the	world.	The	central	role	played	by

the	UK	and	jurisdictions	associated	with	the	British

family	mean	that	every	person	concerned	about

corruption	and	fairness	in	the	UK	should	read	this

book	-	and	then	campaign	and	act.	(Margaret	Hodge,

MP)

Unputdownable.	Funny,	tragic	and	explains	the	world.

I	hope	it	helps	change	it,	too.	(Peter	Pomerantsev,

author	of	Nothing	Is	True	and	Everything	is	Possible)

Jaw-dropping	and	deeply	unsettling.	Oliver	Bullough

provides	a	sobering	and	brilliant	account	of	how

piracy	on	an	epic-scale	is	alive	and	well	in	the	21st

century.	A	must-read.	Simple	as	that.	(Peter

Frankopan,	author	of	The	Silk	Roads).

From	ruined

towns	on	the

edge	of

Siberia,	to

Bond-villain

lairs	in

Knights

bridge	and

Manhattan,

something

has	gone

Moneyland:	Why	thieves	and	crooks	now	rule	The

world	and	how	to	take	it	back

wrong	with	the	workings

of	the	world.
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